CHAPTER 2: THE INCISION PHASE

Patterns of Play: Key Incision Phase Combinations
(Opposed Practice)

Practice Organisation
Using 3/4 of a full pitch we mark out 9 cones in the positions shown. We have a supply of balls at the start, in the 2
centre back positions (5 and 6). The blue team have a back 4, 3 rotating midfielders in the centre, 2 wingers and 1
striker. The red team have 2 centre backs on the edge of the penalty area and 1 midfielder in the centre (3 v 1 situation)
who are all fully active.
The blue full backs and wingers are unopposed so limit them to 2 or 3 touches, depending on player age/ability. We
alternate playing on the left and right, starting with one of the centre backs.
The aim for the blue players is to use one of the 5 key incision combinations we have learned in this section, to mount
an attack on goal. The centre backs or the coach calls out the combination to be used (e.g. 'The X', 'The Classic 1', 'The
Classic 2', 'The Classic 3' or the 'The Classic 3 variation').
The 3 midfielders rotate positions to support play on both flanks. Once the attempt on goal is completed, the players
quickly move back to their starting positions and a new attack starts on the opposite side.
Once a combination is executed (e.g. 'The X' as shown in the first diagram above), the winger (7) and full back (2) on
the opposite side can join in the attack in the finishing phase.
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Diagram 2 (above) shows 'The Classic 3' combination.

Coaching Points
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can you “line up with the incoming ball”, receive and pass as quickly and precisely as possible?
Can you make 2 movements to create space and receive? Can you time these movements well?
Can you show a good, “pacey” passing technique over 10/15/20 yards. “Can you ping the pass?!”
Can you show good communication - verbal or visual signals i.e. hand signals to show where you want the pass
delivered?
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